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Protection against water damage
Don’t let a trickle become a flood, or a flood become a disaster

LeakSafe provides protection from water damage, 
such as burst pipes and leaks which, according 
to the Association of British Insurers (ABI), costs 
businesses over £930 million* every year.

Why have LeakSafe’s solution? 
Water leaks can have a significant impact on businesses 
and landlords. Apart from the damage they cause to property, 
contents or stock, there’s the potential loss of income, rent 
or interrupted business, and the potential cost of alternative 
accommodation.

LeakSafe products
You can fit LeakSafe products at any stage of construction 
or occupancy. The systems are appropriate for mains, gravity, 
and pressurised water systems in all types of premises.

  WaterSwitch2 – automatic shut-off if a leak is detected. 
Ideal for larger properties, holiday homes, and vacant 
buildings. Also offers alarm and SMS notification. 

  WatertAPP – an app-based water shut-off and 
leak-detection system. 

  RiskMonitor – a cloud-based risk-notification system to 
monitor escape of water, humidity, temperature and CO2. 
SMS, email or voice alerts when risk thresholds are exceeded, 
or log in and view. 

  xFlow – for construction sites and properties where localised 
leak detection is not possible. Automatically monitors water 
used, and turns off if pre-set limits are exceeded.

Case study
A Property Owner with 4 blocks of flats in Manchester had 
a total premium of £39,490 in 2019. Following installation of 
LeakSafe systems in all flats, they achieved a 9% saving on their 
2020 premium. No claims have been made since installation.
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The benefits of installing a 
LeakSafe system with NIG

  An early warning system that should 
detect even minor drips before there’s any 
significant damage, reducing potential 
repair and maintenance costs.

  Helps property owners minimise the 
risks associated with water leaks and 
burst pipes. 

  Tailored to each property’s occupancy, 
characteristics and risk. 

  Peace of mind for owners and occupiers, 
enhancing their experience of the 
property, as well as occupation rates 
because of fewer leaks.

  By installing a LeakSafe system you have 
the potential to reduce premium. 

  With NIG, your clients receive a 30-40% 
discount on RRP. NIG policy number needs 
to be provided.

Speak to your broker to find out more.
If you have registered for nigriskassist.com you will receive an activation email to begin.


